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ELEMENTS USED IN THIS BOOK

New phonic element
b

Reviewed phonic elements
n, p, a, m, t, o, d, e, h, f, g, i

Story word
toy

Reviewed high-frequency words
she

New high-frequency words
for

Special considerations
none

They, was, with
put, see, the,
from, he, in, no,
ad, can, did,
d, e, h, f, g,
n, p, a, m, t, o,
b
Did Bob get the big bad bat?
Did Bob put the bat in a bag?

She got a toy.
No, she did not.
Did Mem get the big bad bat?
Bob and Mem put the toy in a bag.

He put it in the bin from the bag. Bob got the toy.
Mem and Bob can bop at the hop.
They can bop and bop.

The big bad bat can see the toy in the bin.
Did the big bad bat get the toy?
Did Bob and Mem bop with the big bad bat?  
No, they did not.  
The bat was at the bin.

The bat did not bop with Mem.  
The bat did not bop with Bob.  
The bat did bop with the toy.
The big bad bat got the toy.